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ABSTRACT
The methods or algorithms which can accelerate the
simulation speed are of great importance, since the
modeling and simulation methodology for discrete event
systems are used in many areas such as model
validation/verification and performance evaluation. This
paper proposes a method for simulation speedup for DEVS
models. The method is viewed as a compiled simulation
technique which eliminates run-time interpretation of
communication paths between component models. The
elimination has been done by a behavior-preserved
transformation method, called model composition, which is
based on the closed under coupling property in DEVS
theory. Experimental results show that the simulation speed
of transformed DEVS models is about 15 times faster than
original ones.
1 INTRODUCTION
Various simulation models have been developed
reflecting diverse simulation world views such as event
scheduling, activity scanning and process interaction. Each
model has its own unique strengths and weaknesses. For
example, the models that are based on event scheduling are
hard to understand and difficult to maintain them, but they
can be executed at a high speed. Meanwhile, those models
that are based on process interaction demonstrate a wellstructured architecture and good quality of readability, but
they require more execution time. Usually, both the
simulation speed and well-structured model architecture
seem to be incompatible.
The Discrete Event Systems Specification (DEVS)
formalism, introduced by Zeigler[1], specifies discrete event
models in a hierarchical, modular form. This hierarchical
modeling offers such advantages as fast model
development, model reuse, and easy model verification and
validation[2]. These advantages are very helpful in

modeling and simulation of large and complex systems. On
the contrary, the simulation of a hierarchical DEVS model
involves frequent message transmission to share the
information of its component models. Thus, the simulation
speed of DEVS models is relatively slow compared to that
of the models based on event scheduling world view. For a
decade, several approaches have been developed to
accelerate simulation speed of DEVS models.
Parallel or distributed simulation is one of the solutions
for such a problem[3]. However, this method requires
additional cost in hardware as well as extra work for
parallelization of existing sequential models. Hybrid
simulation[4] is another approach to tackle the problem.
This method is based on a transformation of the steady state
behavior of a DEVS model into an equivalent analytic
model. Although the method can be effectively used for
simulation of large and complex systems the transformation
is applicable under some assumptions on processes[4].
Transformation of DEVS model structure for simulation
speedup has been attempted in [5]. The approach is to
reduce message traffic during simulation run by
transformation of hierarchical DEVS model structure into
fatter one. The approach achieved speedup of about 25 %
faster compared with simulation time using the original
model. Compiled simulation technique, which has been
successfully applied in the area of logic simulation, could
significantly reduce simulation time by eliminating the
execution time overhead originated from repeated
interpretation of complex data structure of a model in runtime[6]. Although the method can increase simulation speed
significantly, the work has not been applied to simulation of
a formal model. The model in the work was just C-language
based programming code and the compilation process was
not defined in a formal way.
The purpose of this paper is to address speedup of
simulation run time using a formal model specified by the
DEVS
(Discrete
Event
Systems
Specification)
formalism[1][7]. Being based on set theory the DEVS
formalism specifies discrete event models in a hierarchical,
modular manner. The formalism has been widely used in

simulation modeling and analysis of discrete event systems
in the systems research area. Within the formalism two
model classes are defined: atomic and coupled models. An
atomic model represents the dynamics of a nondecomposable component of a discrete event system in a
timed state transition; a coupled model is a collection of
components, either atomic or coupled, the specification of
which includes a list of components and their coupling
relation. This paper proposes a method for simulation
speedup in performance evaluation of systems using DEVS
models. The method is viewed as a compiled simulation
technique which eliminates run-time interpretation of
communication paths between component models. The
elimination has been done by a behavior-preserved transformation method, called model composition, which is
based on the closed under coupling property in DEVS
theory. Since a finally composed model, by applying a
series of such transformations, has no interaction with any
model simulation of such model markedly reduce
simulation time without loss of accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
model of computation, DEVS formalism is briefly
introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, run-time simulation
overheads are classified and analyzed. The proposed
mothed for simulation speedup is described in Section 4.
After showing the experimental results in Section 5,
conclusion follows in Section 6.
2 MODEL OF COMPUTATION
2.1 DEVS Formalism: A Brief Review
A set-theoretic formalism, the DEVS formalism,
specifies discrete event models in a hierarchical and
modular form. Within the formalism, one must specify 1)
the basic models from which larger ones are built, and 2)
how these models are connected together in a hierarchical
fashion. A basic model, called an atomic model, has
specifications for the dynamics of the model. An atomic
model AM is specified by a 7-tuple [7]:
AM = < X, S, Y, δext, δint, λ, ta >,
where
X : a set of input events;
S : a set of sequential states;
Y : a set of output events;
δext. : Q × X → S, an external transition function,
where Q = {(s,e) | s ∈ S and 0 ≤ e ≤ ta(s)}, total state
set of M;
δint. : S → S, an external transition function;
λ : S → Y, an output function;
ta : S → R +0,∞ (non-negative real number), time advance
function.
The second form of the DEVS model, called a coupled
model (or coupled DEVS), is a specification of the

hierarchical model structure. It describes how to couple
component models together to form a new model. This
latter model can itself be employed as a component in a
larger coupled model, thereby giving rise to the construction
of complex models in a hierarchical fashion. Formally, a
coupled model CM is defined as [7]:
CM = < Xself, Yself, D, {Mi}, {Ii}, {Zi,j}, SELECT >,
where
Xself : a set of input events;
Yself : a set of output events;
D : a set of component names;
for each i ∈ D,
Mi : a component DEVS model, atomic or coupled;
for each i, j ∈ D ∪ {self}
Zi,j : Yi ÆXj , an i-to-j output event translation
functions;
SELECT : 2D – ∅ Æ D, tie-breaking function.
2.2 An Example Model
Fig. 1 shows a simple model of a buffer and a cascaded
processor, named Single Server Queue (SSQ). The model is
commonly used as a component in computer and/or
communication systems. EF is an environment model
supplying stimuli to PEL and collecting outputs. Buff
controls the flow of incoming problems, or packets, which
are to be sent to Proc. The input port “in” of Buff is for
receiving incoming problems and the input port “ready” of
Buff receives an acknowledge signal from Proc indicating
that Proc is free. Buff releases problems one by one as Proc
is free, while Proc holds each problem for some time units
and outputs to Buff. From the informal description of
structure and behavior, we formally specify the Buff and
Proc model as follows:
Buff = < X, Y, S, δext, δint , λ, ta >
X = {in};
Y = {out};
S = {(n,pstat)| n∈I, pstat∈{B,F}};
δext((n,pstat),e,in) = (n+1,pstat) ;
δext((n,B),e,ready) = (n,F) ;
δint ((n,F)) = (n-1,B) , if n > 0;
λ((n,F)) = out , if n > 0;
ta(n,pstat) = 0, if n > 0 and pstat = F;
Proc = < X, Y, S, δext, δint , λ, ta >
X = {req};
Y = {done};
S = {(stat) | stat∈{B,F}};
δext(F,req) = B ;
δint (B) = F;
λ(B) = done;
ta(B) = service_time;
Once Buff and Proc are developed, the coupled model
PEL can be specified by defining components and coupling

relations as defined in the coupled model. Thus, the PEL is
formalized as :
PEL = < X, Y, D, {Mi}, {Ii}, {Zi,j}, SELECT >
X self = {in};
Y self = {out};
D = {Buff, Proc};
IBuff = {Proc}; IProc = {Buff, PEL}; IPEL = {Buff};
ZPEL,Buff (in) = in; ZBuff,Proc (out) = req; ZProc,Buff (done) =
ready; ZProc,PEL (done) = out;
SELECT(Buf,Proc) = Proc;
Similarly, the overall model Single Server Queue can
be specified by connecting the two component models, EF
and PEL.
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Fig. 1 Example DEVS model, Single Server Queue
2.3 DEVSIF Representation
DEVSIF is a modeling language developed at KAIST
to represent models of discrete event systems in a formal
way. The formal expression makes it easy to analyze,
simulate and execute the model[8].
DEVSIF has three parts to describe the overall model,
which are interface, atomic model, and coupled model.
interface part specifies a set of input/output events which is
common to a atomic model and a coupled model. A
DEVSIF model preserves model information in the DEVS
formalism and supports object-oriented feature. In DEVSIF,
atomic or coupled models are described in an extended BNF
format as:
interface model_name
inputs : {…}
outputs : {…}
end model_name;
atomic model model_name
state variables : [var_name : type_def;]*
initial condition : [expr]*;
internal transition : [(expr) => {expr};]*
external transition :
[(expr) * input_event => {[expr;]+};]*
output function : [(expr) => expr;]*
time advance : [(expr) => expr;]*
end model_name;
interface model_name
inputs : {…}

outputs : {…}
end model_name;
coupled model model_name
component : {[child_name : model_name]+}
external input coupling :
{[model_name.input_event->
child_name.input_event;]*}
external output coupling :
{[model_name.output_event->
child_name. output_event;]*}
internal coupling :
{[src_child_name.output_event->
dest_child_name.output_event;]*}
[select : [{[child_name;]*}]]
end model_name;

Simulation of DEVS models requires a simulation
algorithm which interprets dynamics of model’s
specification. In DEVS theory, the algorithm is
implemented as abstract simulators each of which is
associated with a component of an overall hierarchical
DEVS model in an one-to-one manner. Thus, simulation of
DEVS models is performed such a way that event
scheduling and message passing between such component
models are done in a hierarchical manner.
Basically the abstract simulators algorithm[1] for
DEVS models repeatedly performs two tasks: 1) an event
synchronization task, and 2) a scheduling task. In the event
synchronization task, a next scheduled component, which
has the earliest next schedule time among the components,
generates an output event with a state transition specified in
internal transition function. At the same time, all the
components whose input events are coupled with the output
event are influenced, i.e. they change their state variables
specified in external state transition functions. To find such
components a coupling scheme specified in coupled models
are to be referred. Those influenced components and the
influencing component are simply named as influencees and
influencer, respectively. On the other hand, the scheduling
task, which follows the event synchronization task,
determines the next scheduled component and its activation
time. The above two tasks are performed by means of the
four types of messages such as (x), (y), (*) and (done)
messages. In the event synchronization task, (x) or (y)
messages are created from an influencer and are translated
as (x) messages to the influencees noticing that new
external input events have been arrived. Then both of the
influencer and the influencees perform state transitions.
Similarly, all the influencees and the influencer send (done)
messages to relevant components, as soon as they finish a
state transition. The next scheduled times of components are
carried on the (done) messages. (*) message is delivered to
the next scheduled component that is going to do the next
event synchronization task. In summary, (x) and (y) are

related to the event translation task while (done) and (*) are
to the scheduling task.
To evaluate how much time is taken for each task in a
simulation process, we first divided the overall simulation
run-time into three parts: 1) overhead for updating state
variables, 2) overhead for event translation 3) overhead for
scheduling. Noticeable in this classification is that the time

taken in the event synchronization task is divided into two
parts: the overhead for updating state variables and the
overhead for event translation. Among the three overheads,
the message passing activity has no relation with the first
overhead, but it has close relations with the second and the
third overheads as explained before.

Table 1 Time taken for each overhead
Ex. Model
SSQ
CSMA/CD

State Variables
Updating (sec.)
1.6 (6%)
2.1 (7%)

Event Translation
(sec.)
8.9 (32%)
8.5 (29%)

Scheduling
(sec.)
17.8 (63%)
18.6 (64%)

Total Time
(sec.)
28.3 (100%)
29.2 (100%)

To measure the time taken for each overhead in a
simulation run, we experimented with two example models,
as shown in Table 1, with an object-oriented simulation
environment of DEVSim++[9]. The examples will be
explained in more detail in a later section. Experiments
were done 100 times and mean values were taken. The
GNU profile tool, gprof was used in order to measure the
time taken for each overhead. The experiment revealed that
only about 7% of the overall time has been spent for
updating state variables, whereas the other time has been
used for the scheduling and the event translation tasks.

Let σmin = min{σi | i ∈ D}, ei=tai(s)- σi, and IMM(…, σi ,…)
= {i ∈ D| σi = σmin }
(6) δext (s,e,x)= (…, (si’,ei’),…,i*’) where
(si’,ei’)= (δext,j(sj, ej+e, Zself,j(x), 0) , for j ∈ Iself
(si’,ei’)= (sj, ej+e) , otherwise
i*’= sched( …, σi ,…)= SELECT(IMM(…, σi ,…))
(7) δint(s) = (…,(si’,ei’),…,i*’) where
(si’,ei’)= (δint,j(sj),0) , for j = i*
(si’,ei’)= (δext,j(sj, ej+ ta(s), Zi*,j(λi*(si*)), 0) , for j ∈ Ii*
(si’,ei’)= (sj, , ej+ ta(s)) , otherwise
i*’= sched( …, σi ,…)= SELECT(IMM(…, σi ,…))

4 COMPOSITION METHOD FOR SIMULATION
SPEEDUP

The scheduling related information is stored and
managed by a simulation engine. However, since the
composition produces the resultant model as an atomic
model, the information for scheduling came to be embedded
in the composed model. The state variables σi ’s and i* were
appended for this need. The variable σi denotes the time left
until the next scheduled time for each component i∈D and
i* indicates the next scheduled component which is
responsible for next event occurrence. Because all the state
variables can be changed in a state transition function, σi ’s
and i* are modified in either an internal or an external state
transition function of the composed model. The next
scheduled component i* is determined by the function sched
as specified in DEFINITION 1.
One important fact about the composition is that the
event translation process is interpreted prior to run-time and
its result is employed to construct the state transition
function of the composed model. Thus, the composed model
deploys no message passing in run-time. Another important
fact is that the scheduling task is resolved in a state
transition function only by referring the local state variables
(σi’s), thus its computation time can be reduced
significantly. In contrast, the scheduling task of the original
model requires certain amounts of processing time, because
the task deploys frequent message passing among the
components in a distributed manner to share the scheduling
information of the components. In short, the composition is
an operation of constructing a compiled model out of the
component models by abstracting the event translation task

4.1 Composition
The two dominant overheads, i.e. event translation and
scheduling overheads, are closely related to the mechanism
of passing the four types of messages. They can be
significantly reduced by applying a kind of compiled
simulation technique, called composition. Composition is a
process of merging all the component models belonging to a
coupled model. As the composed model is also an atomic
model, we can get a finally composed model of the form of
an atomic model after applying a series of composition.
DEFINITION 1: Let a coupled model CM = < Xself, Yself,
D, {Mi}, {Ii}, {Zi,j}, SELECT > and each component be an
atomic model as:
Mi= < Xi, Yi, Si, δexi,i δini,i λi, ta i >, ∀ i ∈D.
Then a composed model M is defined as follows:
M = < X, Y, S, δext, δint , λ, ta >
Each of the tuple is determined as:
(1) X = Xself;
(2) Y = Yself;
(3) S = × i ∈ D Qi × D, where Qi={(si,σi)| si ∈ Si, 0≤ σi ≤
tai(si)} and i*∈D is the name of the next scheduled
component;
(4) ta(s) = min{σi | i ∈ D}
(5) λ(s) = Zi*,self(λi*(si*)), if self∈ Ii*

away and embedding an internal scheduling mechanism
which can be computed in a shorter time.
The behavior of a DEVS model, can be understood as a
record of the timed state transitions of the form ω =
(s0,t0),(s1,t1),…(si,ti),… where si is the changed state at time
ti and s0 is the initial state. The behavior of a composed
model is the same as that of the original model. That is
composition does not change the behavior of a model.
4.1 Composition Example
The component models of the coupled model PEL as in
Fig.1, Buff and Proc can be composed into a new atomic
model, PELcomp like following.
PELcomp = < X, Y, S, δext, δint , λ, ta >
X = {in};
Y = {done};
S = {(n,pstat,σBuff),(stat,σProc),i* } | i* ∈ {Buff,Proc}};
Let s = (qBuff, qProc , i*), s’ = (qBuff’, qProc’ , i*’),
qBuff=(n,pstat,σBuff), qProc=(stat,σProc), and
qBuff’=(n’,pstat’,σBuff’), qProc’=(stat’ ,σProc’) for
notational convenience.
δext((qBuff, qProc , i*),e,in) = (qBuff’, qProc’ , i*’) where
qBuff’ = (n+1,pstat, taBuff(n,pstat)), qProc’ = (stat,σProc
–e), and i*’ = sched(taBuff (n,pstat), σProc –e) ;
δint(qBuff, qProc , i*) = (qBuff’, qProc’ , i*’) where
qBuff’ = (n-1,B, taBuff(n,pstat)), qProc’ = (B,taProc(stat)),
and i*’ = sched(taBuff (n,pstat), taProc(stat) , if n>0 ∧
pstat=F ∧ i*=Buff ;
qBuff’ = (n,pstat, σBuff - min(σBuff,σProc)), qProc’ = (F,∞),
and i*’ = Buff , if stat=B ∧ i*=Proc;
λ(qBuff, (B,σProc) , Proc) = done;
ta((n,pstat,σBuff) , qProc,Buff) = 0, if n>0 ∧ pstat = F;
ta(qBuff, (B,σProc) , Proc) = service_time;
The input event “in” only affects Buff; thus the state
variable n, which was originated from the component Buff,
is incremented and its next scheduled time is updated, while
the state variable stat from the component Proc is not
changed and its left time to the next scheduled time is
decremented. Considering the case where the output event
“out” is generated from Buff and is delivered to its
influencee Proc, the event translation task is performed as
described in Section 3. In this case, two characteristic
functions of Buff are executed in the model before
composition. The output function (λBuff) is invoked
producing the output event “out” and an internal state
transition function (δint,Buff) is executed modifying its two
state variables n and pstat. At the same time the simulator
translates this event as an input event “req” of Proc. Thus
Proc executes its external state transition function (δext,Proc)
modifying the state variable stat. In contrast, all these
operations becomes abstracted in the composed model. In
the composed model the state changes are made in a single

state transition function δint, and the event translation task
does not take place. This is the reason why the composition
can accelerate the simulation speed. The case where Proc
generates an output event “done” is similar to the previous
case.
In addition, the scheduling job, which resolves i* for
the next execution, is performed in a state transition
functions which may be either of δext or δint. The function
sched is called to determine the next i*. Because the
function sched only refers local state variables such as σBuff
and σProc, its execution time is expected to be much shorter
than that of the original model. In fact, the original model
deploys many message passings among the components to
inform their next scheduled times.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The simulation speedup has been evaluated by the use
of a discrete event simulation environment, DEVSim++[9].
Two example models were tested on a Pentium-II PC. The
GNU profile tool, gprof was used to measure the simulation
time.
The first example model is Single Server Queue, which
consists of four atomic models. Two of them are Buff and
Proc which have already been specified in Section 2. The
other component models are Genr and Transd. The model
Genr generates problems and sends them to Buff and Transd
collects outputs from Proc.
CSMA/CD
STATION1

STATION2

STATION3

GEN1

GEN2

GEN3

SEND1

SEND2

SEND3

MEDIA

Fig. 2 Overall structure of CSMA/CD
The second model, CSMA/CD consists of three coupled
models STATION and an atomic model MEDIA. STATION
refers to a network node, which is connected to the physical
network media and has two atomic models GEN and SEND.
GENR merely generates data and SEND sends data to
MEDIA if the transmission line is available. SEND goes to a
jamming state when it receives a collision message and tries
to resend the collided data after back-off time. MEDIA
broadcasts the collision message to the STATION models
when more than one STATION tries to send data
simultaneously[10].

Table 2 Simulation speedup

Experiment Model.
SSQ
CSMA/CD

Original model
Composed model
Original model
Composed model

Time taken for each overhead (sec.)
State var.
Event
Scheduling
update
translation
1.6
8.9
17.8
0.3
0.0
1.2
2.1
8.5
18.6
0.7
0.0
1.7

Table 2 shows the experimental results when the
composition was applied for the two example models. To
observe how much the simulation speed is accelerated as
the proposed method is applied, we measured two
simulation times for each model. The first is the simulation
time of the original model, the second is that of the model
after composition. As shown in Table 2, the composition
improved the execution speed approximately 15.2 ((18.5 +
11.9) / 2) times faster than that of the original model. Most
of all, the event translation overhead was completely
eliminated at the third experiments and 92% (1 - (1.2/17.8 +
1.7/18.6) / 2) of the scheduling overhead was reduced after
composition. Finally, we can observe that the two dominant
simulation overheads, that is the event translation overhead
and the scheduling overhead, can be significantly reduced
as the methods are applied.
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28.3
1.5
29.2
2.5

1.0
18.5
1.0
11.9

syntax of DEVSIF modeling language such that the
composed model became to be represented as another
DEVSIF of a compact form.
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